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Volume LXXXII
Galpin Reply To SSC Report
Evokes More Disappointment
Three months after a near-rio- t shook the campus oyer
food quality, the Administration has issued a report calling
for no major changes in Food Service. The document, released
to the public on Tuesday, was in the form of a reply to the
SGA Student Services Committee,
which set forth its recommenda
tions for reform of the meal con-
cession in an 11-pag- e report last
Nov. 9.
The one major student question
which Galpin answered was in the
area of money allocation within
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SSC Chairman Tim Kramer
Food Service. Figures in the re-
port broke down as follows:
'64-'6- 5 '65-'6- 6
Food 31
Labor, Wages 40
Repairs,
Replacements 11 10
Supplies 13 13
Utilities & Services 5
100 100
Rejecting student requests for
staggered meal rates (which would
have enabled those not eating
breakfast to pay less than those
who took all three meals) the Ad-
ministration noted that "Long
range budget planning is more ef-
fective when the income from food
charges can be predicted. It is our
considered opinion . . . that the
practice of charging a flat fee
works to the best advantage of the
greatest number of students."
For the first time, Food Service
publicly acknowledged that its
$520 annual board cost was based
upon the premise that students
would not eat all the meals they
paid for. The organization added,
however, that "to use a procedure
such as meal tickets or a flat fee
for partial board, whereby students
are charged only for meals eaten,
increases the cost per meal and
reduces the efficiency of the opera-
tion."
The report ignored student sug-
gestions that those living on-camp- us
be permitted to eat off-camp- us
if they wished. It also held
out no hope for feeding small or
medium sized groups going on
outings.
Student assertions that the food
received in College dining halls
was nutritionally inadequate were
rejected. The report cited studies
indicating Food Service far ex
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THE GROUP The Mitchell
Denver and Mike Kobluk,
9:45 in the Gym.
.
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ceeds minimum protein and calorie
requirements set by the National
Academy of Sciences. A request
for more proteins and less starches
was rejected "because of the cost,"
although the report indicated that
fewer menus were including po-
tatoes this winter.
Student Service chairman Tim
Kramer told the VOICE Tuesday
that "the Administration response
to the Food Service report is at
face value a disappointment." Kra-
mer personally wrote the section
of the SSC report dealing with
Food Service public relations. He
indicated Tuesday that he was not
willing to accept the Administra-
tion reply as the final word. Stating
that "none of the SSC's major
suggestions were calculated to in-
volve much additional cost," Kra-
mer still held out hope for future
negotiations with Galpin.
Committee member Steve Ava-kia- n
shared Kramer's disappont-men- t
Tuesday night but added that
he now felt the Food Service issue
was dead. "We tried to do every-
thing we could. Galpin constantly
urges student leaders to work
through 'accepted channels.' When
we do the replies are always the
same, it seems. There is no excuse
for the Administration to have
taken three months to answer this
report; I'm unconvinced that they
weren't just stalling until the
memory of last fall's row over the
issue faded away."
Avakian also indicated that un-
less he received some indication
that Galpin might reconsider its
position on the major issues he
planned to resign from the SSC
in protest. "We put too much good
work into this report to have it
shot down. Students should at
least be entitled to concrete rea
sons why their proposals are re
jected this reply by Galpin
doesn t answer a thing.
Dean of Men Ralph Young ex-
plained the long delay as "un-
deliberate" and the result of care-
ful work by the Administration.
The reply reportedly went through
five drafts.
A public copy of the Administra-
tion's document is posted on the
bulletin board in the VOICE
it r
Details of In Next Week's
Centennial Issue of the
Essay Contest VOICE
SGA Probes Vacation Penalties,
Accepts New Union Proposals
Issues at the first SGA Legisla-
ture meeting of the semester, held
last Sunday evening, involved
everything from Current Issues
speakers to the new student union.
The group promised, by vote,
$350 to the Current Issues Com-
mittee if it succeeds in contracting
Staughton Lynd, controversial Yale
professor, for a speaking engage- -
Trio (I to r), Joe Frazier, John
will perform Saturday night at
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Mitchell Trio Tops
Carnival Activities
The theme "Sno-wher- e
Bound" embraces both indoor
and outdoor activities plan-
ned for tonight and tomor-
row's Winter Carnival. According
to co-chairm- en Pam Sears and
Kurt Dew, "Whatever the weather,
Winter Carnival is a once a year
event."
Climaxing this weekend's activi-
ties will be The Mitchell Trio's
performance to be given in the
Gym at 9:45 tomorrow night. The
trio John Denver, Joe Frazier and
Mike Kobluk are noted for their
musical repertoire of social and
political commentary. Songs such
as "The John Birch Society," "I
Was Not a Nazi Polka" and their
recent "Luci Baines" are typical of
their program. Admission is free
with I.D. cards.
Another highlight of the week
end will be the semi-form- al dance,
"Hearts and Snoballs," to be held
in the new church house tonight.
Refreshments will be served and
there will also be a live band The
Madhatters as well as entertain-
ment by The Keynotes, The Town
Criers and some guitar specialties
by Carl Asp and Co.
Outdoor and indoor sports, as
well as a Hootenanny to be held
in Lower Andrews tomorrow after-
noon, lead up to the basketball
game with Geneva tomorrow night
at 7:30. The gym will then be
transformed into a concert hall,
during which time the campus has
an opportunity to attend a Free
TUB, prior to The Mitchell Trio
performance.
ment. Mr. Lynd recently had his
passport cancelled because of his
unauthorized travels in North
Vietnam.
Members approved the handling
of the SGA conference subsidy
fund in this manner: The remain-
ing $160 will be available to any
group, for any conference. The
SGA will pay half of the confer-
ence registration fee plus $5.00,
and will donate a travel reim-
bursement of three cents a mile.
Also passed was an appropria-
tion of $350 to the SGA bus fund.
This will allow for three buses to
Cleveland, plus migration buses to
Akron for two nights of Ohio Con-
ference Basketball Tournaments. A
cushion of $30 was included to
provide buses a third night, should
Wooster win.
Student-facult- y coffee breaks
were set up on a trial basis during
chapel hour on Wednesdays in
Kauke 225. Costs will be shared on
a half-and-ha- lf basis by the SGA
and the Faculty Club.
Information received through
NSA proved helpful to the com
mittee on class cut rules. Members
found that of 52 other schools
polled, only five had rules concern
(Continued on Page 4)
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Kennan Laments Invalid
Concept Of Communism
by Ron Wirick
"The out-of-da- te image of a monolitic block of Com-
munist states has severely confused us in handling the key
problems of international relations." In these words George
F. Kennan stated the central point of the Notestein lecture
delivered last Monday to a standing-roo-
m-only audience.
. Mr. Kennan, long considered
one of the country s foremost auth-
orities on the Soviet state, stressed
that changes in the international
situation have largely invalidated
the arguments used to support this
image of monolithic Communism.
"One of the main reasons we
formerly opposed any Communist
regime was the effort of the Soviet
regime to organize a Communist
party in this country whose aim
would be the violent overthrow of
our existing government."
This equality of Soviet aims and
Communist aims is realistic, Mr.
Kennan contended, only if there
is one main Communist power.
This condition has been neg-
ated by the virulent Sino-Sovi- et
conflict which "has had the effect
of disrupting any disciplinary
powers over foreign Communist
parties. Faced not with one center,
but with two competing centers,
these parties have had to make
their own policy decisions."
Mr. Kennan also rejected the
hypothesis that we should treat
all Communist powers alike be-
cause they are not democratic. Ac-
cepting the fact that we "could
not have anywhere normal rela-
tions with brutal totalitarian re-
gimes surh as Hitler's and Sta-
lin's." he maintained that other
" 'normal' Communist dictator-
ships" are no less democratic than
m a n y non-Communi- st govern-
ments some of whom are our
allies. ."We must realize that de-
mocracy as we know it is in a
minority position in the world."
An even less realistic reason for
treating Communism uniformly,
Mr. Kennan maintained, is based
on a "fetish with the very name
Communist" we reject any Com-
munist government just because it
calls itself by this name. He cited,
in particular, the case of Yugosla-
via, a country which is "in a cru-
cial position in southeast Europe,
has no formal alliance with Rus
Mm
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Dr. Rene Dubos, professor of bacteriology at the Rocke-
feller Institute of Medical Research in New York City, will
headline the first of four Centennial Scholar Weeks during
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of the University of California and
Professor Henry Margenau of Yale
University, will comprise a pro-
gram of four lectures and a panel
discussion the week of Feb. 14-1-9
emphasizing the "Pursuit of Sig-
nificance" theme from the view-
point of the natural sciences.
Dr. Dubos, the resident Centen-
nial Scholar of the week, will lec-
ture twice, at 8:15 on Monday and
Wednesday in Memorial Chapel.
Professor Margenau will speak at
4:00 p.m. Friday in the Chapel to
be followed at 8:15 by Dr. Cal-
vin's final lecture. All three will
combine for a panel discussion
Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. to
conclude the Natural Science Scho-
lar Week. In addition, the scholars
will be available during the week
for more intimate conferences with
smaller groups of people.
Recognized as "one of the tower-
ing figures of modern biology," Dr.
Dubos has published over 200 ar-
ticles, plus many books which in-
clude a comprehensive study of
the work of Pasteur. He was the
first to demonstrate the feasibility
of obtaining germ-fightin- g drugs
from microbes.
sia, stations no Russian troops on
its soil, possesses completely differ-
ent institutions than the Russians,
and follows an independent foreign
policy." Yugoslavia also exhibited
'the utmost cordiality in the bi-
lateral relations with the United
States." Despite these facts, Mr.
Kennan stated, Congress passed
legislation in 1963 which put heavy
restrictions on Yugoslav imports to
'his country and which prohibited
the sale of obsolete arms to the
Yugoslav government "even
though it was known that this
latter action would force Tito to
obtain arms from the Russians.'
In response to a question after
his speech, Mr. Kennan stated that
he believed the United States
should not give official recognition
to Red China, "although some sort
of de facto recognition should be
made." Also he maintained that
"we would be very wise to with-
draw our active opposition to Red
China's membership in the UN
before we suffer a needlessly severe
diplomatic defeat."
Number 14
Bora in France, where he re-
ceived his early education, Dr. Du-
bos came to America in 1924, and
obtained his citizenship in 1938.
Having taught at both Rutgers Uni
versity and the Harvard Medical
School, Dr. Dubos has been the
recipient of many honors and
awards, including the Lasker
Award in Public Health, the Tri-dea- u
Medal, the Hitchcock Award
from the University of California,
and the Howard Taylor Ricketts
Award from the University of Cali-
fornia.
Nobel Prize Winner
Professor Calvin was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1961. Since 1937 he has been as-
sociated with the University of
California, where he received his
doctorate. In the past 20 years,
he has been prominent in the work
of the Lawrence Radiation Labora-
tory.
Professor Calvin has authored
337 publications, including six
books. In addition, he has served
on many scientific commissions
here and abroad, concerned with
space biology, photosythesis,
science in relation to public policy
and the peaceful uses of atomic
energy. He is presently a member
of the President's Science Advisory
Committe-e- Professor Calvin also
lectures to some 500 undergradu-
ates in chemistry at the University
of California. Among his many
honors is the Davy Medal Award
in 1964 by the Royal Society of
London.
Nuclear Physicist
A leading authority on the philo-
sophical foundations of physics,
Professor Margenau has made im-
portant contributions in the field
of spectroscopy and nuclear physics
and discharge theory. He is the
author of over 200 scientific and
philosophical articles and of seven
books.
A native of Germany, Professor
Margenau studied there briefly,
took his B.A. degree from Midland
College, Nebraska, and his Ph.D.
from Yale University, where he be-
came a professor in 1946.
He has served widely as a con-
sultant to government and indus-
trial laboratories. He is a member
of the Institute for Advanced Study
at Princeton and the Radiation
Laboratory of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and associ-
ate editor of four scientific jour-
nals. In addition, he is a member
of the Commission of the World
Council of Churches charged with
formulating a Christian attitude to-
ward the problems of atomic war.
A lecturer at many universities,
Professor Margenau was appointed
national visiting scholar by Phi
Beta Kappa.
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NOTESTEIN LECTURER George F. Kennan discusses the inter-
national situation.
Page Two
Welcome, Scholars
As President Lowry so aptly phrased it in Chapel earlier
this week, the events of Centennial Year have already begun
despite the fact that the first Scholar Week still lies immedi-
ately before us. The unexpectedly tremendous success of "Guys
and Dolls" combined with the outstanding lecture by George
F. Kennan Monday evening have served as a highlighting
prologue to what we hope will be a continued success.
We wish to extend our welcome to Rene Dubos, Henry
Margenau and Melvin Calvin in the hope that the first Cen-
tennial Scholar Week with its emphasis on the natural
sciences will prove to be as stimulating and valuable as the
worthy theme of the year promises.
As a liberal arts school, we are dedicated to the pro-
position that all fields can be made relative to a significant
whole and that the philosophic disciplines of all fields can
be understood by all liberal minds. Thus we urge that all
students will participate in this first Centennial Scholar Week
because it will not merely be aimed at advanced science stu-
dents or couched in terms of technical abstractions. It is to
be "the Pursuit of Significance" from the point of view of
the natural sciences. We can all gain from the perspective of
the knowledge of varied viewpoints.
Stall-Saf- e
Galpin's almost complete rejection of the major points
within the Student Services Committee report on Food Service
is a sad reminder that even though student leaders work
through "accepted channels" to convey the desires of their
fellow collegians the results are too often shunted aside and
ignored.
,
Three months ago rumors were rife that discontented
elements were about to stage a food riot. Quickly the Ad-
ministration called in student leaders to consult with them
on the situation, and the two groups then staged a Special
Chapel the next day to air student grievances. The deans
now admit that the proceedings that morning convinced them
of the gravity of the situation.
Moments after the Chapel, President Lowry and his
administrators met to decide on a course of action. They chose
to place the entire matter in the hands of the SGA Student
Service panel. Galpin asked for specific advice and sugges-
tions.
The SSC, which is fast becoming under chairman Tim
Kramer one of the finest student groups at Wooster, set about
its task with enthusiasm and waded through literally hund-
reds of student questionnaires to ascertain what Food Service
customers sought from the organization. The committee in-
corporated its findings in an outstanding 11-pa- ge report calling
for such things as meal tickets, a thorough re-evaluati- on of
Food Service's non-existe- nt public relations mechanism, a
discussion of where meal money goes, and many other sug-
gestions.
Week after week passed by, and, of course, the crisis
which precipitated the initial student outbursts was pacified
by a return to edible food. Since the SSC report was largely
intended to prevent future outbursts it continued to receive
consideration from Galpin, the Business Manager, and Food
Service proper.
Weeks changed into months and still no answer came to
the SSC and its now-dubio- us constituents, the students. Reso-
lutions flowed from the Legislature and the committee itself.
Finally, after three months and continual prodding, the of-
ficial reply to the report was submitted to Kramer last Tues-
day.
We feel that this reply is a travesty and mocks student
government. Not only does the Administration reject the
significant suggestions of the SGA panel; it also does not
even indicate the grounds for these rejections. To say that
"long range budget planning is more effective when the income
from food charges can be predicted" is absurd. The SSC
plan for a different board cost according to whether a student
ate two or three meals daily would have enabled Food Service
to predict its income as well as the present procedure. Clearly,
a documented, factual reply wasn't about to come from Gal-
pin. After all, the crisis was now over.
We say student government was mocked by this reply
because we feel that the SSC was the victim of a cruel "stall"
on the part of those administrators who drew up this document.
No one in his right mind can declare that it took five drafts
to come up with such a sketchy piece of work which simply
says "No" to every major student request. If it did take five
drafts, then those who drew up the document ought to ex-
plain what ensued between drafts one and five.
Student workers deserve more than a three-mont- h delay
and an ultimate rejection when they are commissioned to
conduct a study and make recommendations tn XA.
tration. This particular incident mayJ sour some of theseV
.1.1.. Jiinterested students to luture tasks. In. all honesty, we can't
say we blame them.
Located for Your Convenience
WOOSTER FLORAL
South Side Public Square
Phones: 263-238- 6, 263-377- 1, 262-49- 72
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Pierced Politics
solution to national questions.
Reform objectives are few and
straightforward but they could
transform the
situation. The
greatest need is
the Congress-
man's personal
relief from the
trifles demanded
by a snippety
constituency. As
one anonymous
member wailed,
: tffIf10
Pierson
expanded messenger boy, an em-
ployment agency, law explainer,
getter-ou- t of the Navy, Army,
Marines, troubleshooter, issue
translator, controversy oil pourer,
business promoter, convention go-e- r,
veteran's affairs adjuster,
watchdog of underdog."
Certainly what this columnist
saw last summer supports this
brutality. The most obtuse abstrac-
tions of representative government
would not cathechize that a Con
gressman should be this kind of
handservant; he needs time to do
his committee work, to prepare
bills and the subsequent floor ac
tion, or time just to sit down to
think and read the newspapers.
Authorities on reform advocate
two solutions, structually so un-
complicated. First, a central office
should be set up for the handling
of all requests involving the con
stituent vis a vis the Federal gov-
ernment. Second, each Congres
sional office should be permitted to
hire a specialist who would spend
all his time on district problems,
consulting the Congressman when
necessary. Today, the member has
too little money for staff and only
a pool of incompetents from which
to draw.
Force Retirement at 67
The present standing committee
system embezzles great chunks of
national interest. The exacting re-
sponsibilities of the chairmanship
often fall on those without the
requisite vigor. Practically speak-
ing, the seniority system cannot be
dropped but chairmen should be
forced to retire at age 67.
Far more injurious to the legis-
lative process is the understanding
of the committees themselves. The
Executive has grown prodigiously.
It has phalanxes of experts, law-year- s,
technicians, and academic-
ians on its side. Congress is sup-
posed to scrutinize the Executive's
Reformation
by John Pierson
Shackled by anachonisms, worn thin by petty details, and dispirited by lackluster
members, the United States Congress plods along, having its good years and its lean
years depending on the ridiculous standard of how much Presidential legislation it
approves. Whether the year is good or lean, never does Congress really check the Presi
aenc or oner an auinoritauve
"A Congressman
has become an
actions and legislative program,
but against this formidable array
Congress pales.
Committee staffs should be in-
creased. Their makeup should be
professional and appointed on a
merit basis (patronage is the
standard for excellence now) . They
should use contemporary computer
methods for analysis but do not.
The inefficiency of the committee
system is shown in embarassing
proportions when Congress tries to
cope with the President's budget.
It is doled out piece-mea- l to sub-
committees, thus never seen in
total; briefings are carried out by
precisely the same Executive ag-
encies which are going to receive
the money; accounting methods
are antiquated.
The superlative Arthur D. Little
management study of Congress
recommends with very good reason
that a Joint Committee for fiscal
matters be established, that it be
given a full year to explore and
ponder the virtually imponderable,
that it be equipped with a huge
staff using modern methods of ac-
counting and analysis.
Accountable Executive
Debate must be made more im-
pressive. Previously this column
demonstrated a distinct partiality
for the debate style of the House
of Commons because there it
means something. Debate could
mean something in Congress if the
Executive were held more account-
able. A closer relationship would
have to evolve between the lead-
ership of the majority party in
Congress and the Executive
branch. The leadership should be
well-verse- d in and responsible for
the administration's entire legis
lative program. It should be ex-
panded as well: in each House an-
other whip could be added, the
majority leader as chief of the
President's program could be re-
lieved of his protocol duties; some-
one else could then assume these.
This leadership would be com-
pelled to answer questions, and
work closely with the President,
reporting any loss the administra-
tion might sustain, be it votes,
prestige, or popularity. If the
President suffers a rebuff in Con-
gress he should be made to wince.
These steps are necessary for
this incontrovertible fact remains:
in a legislature which rarely initi-
ates bills of its own, but acts on
the proposals of the executive
booster Vain
(which is the case in both Con-
gress and Parliament the way it
should be), debate can mean
something only if the executive is
represented. The power of debate
lies not in its ability to change
votes, a task virtually impossible
because of party politics, but in its
ability to alter the executive's
plans.
In these times, as the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee tries
vainly to call the Executive to ac-
count for a war that has no Con-
gressional foundation, save a stale
resolution passed under very dif-
ferent circumstances, and as the
United States citizenry stands con-
fused at the war's immoderation,
we realize that a Congress unre-forme- d
has poisonous implications
for our representative government.
No one enjoys thinking about that.
What's the Count?
Perhaps the most important do-
mestic influence the war has had
is on American education. Because
of downright fear of the draft
most young males have sought to
develop a deferment of some kind.
The easiest of these is the student
deferment (or II-S- ). The results
have been fantastic. Michigan
State University has reported that
applications are up a record 2,500
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loHorsToTho Editor
About That Last Issue
To the Editor:
After glancing at the first page
of last week's VOICE I took heart.
At last we're getting rid of that
foreign radical element (Sam
Cho). The way he drew majors in-
to the psych department he must
have thought Wooster was one of
those growing liberal schools that
"could be great."
However, on turning to the sec-
ond page my image was shattered.
That Tilden fellow is still here.
My freshman roommate, Al Jones,
the ex-preside- nt of the Ohio Pres-
byterian Youth Synod, used to tell
me time and again: "We've got to
rid this campus of such bearded
devils."
Looking further I noted that the
vain protestations of the student
body have finally stopped. There
were no letters to the editor. At
least they're learning.
I really began to appreciate my
iyory-towe- r safety when last Satur-
day I was forced to venture to
Oberlin to take the Bus Ad. exam.
Of all places! Do you realize that
they serve 3.2 beer in the union
there? It was godawful, male and
female students staggering about
together, obviously harboring wild
passionate thoughts brought about
by evil rum. Which reminds me:
how about Rev. Asbury? Rever-
end? Reverent? Holding pre-
marital courses and such. Putting
unnatural thoughts in our innocent
heads; he won't last long at that
rate.
Oh, by the way. I've enclosed
my alumnus donations for the next
half century. They're not there?
Well, I'll be damned!
Dave Jones
Raps "Ivory Tower"
To the Editor:
Once again there seems to be a
conflict between the desires ex-
pressed by the students and their
willingness to act. I refer to the
discussion that took place earlier
(Continued on Page 4)
Nyet To Viet Regret
by J. Arthur Seaman
This year in the VOICE we have read many articles
concerning the' war in Vietnam. We've heard the cries of the
New Humanism (or is it Old Christianity preached in fluent
cliche) about the napalming of innocents and the self- -
immolation of e x W 6 o s terians.
There has also been the confusing
article about white man's wars
with yellow men fought with red
blood (it was a very colorful ar-
ticle). To be sure we have read
very little in fa
vor of the war.
Most of the
opposition to the
war concerns the
human issue. I
would like t o
discuss and
point out two
groups o f hu-
mans that are
concerned with
war.
4
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over last year. Similar statistics are
available from most schools. High
school seniors who were once
doubtful about going to college
have quickly made up their minds.
The attitude seems to be, "Educa-
tion never hurt anybody but V.C.
bullets sure have."
For those in college the incentive
to stay in is even greater. More
students are studying harder. Be-
fore, all they faced for poor grades
was an educational policy commit-
tee and then the somewhat greater
wrath of their parents; Today the
drill instructor has been added to
the list.
More students are deciding to
continue on to graduate school.
The choice is being made whether
to apply for the one Woodrow Wil-
son fellowship or be given one of
the two-ye- ar McNamara fellow-
ships to V.N.U. (that's Viet Nam
University in Saigon. These have
been very popular among agricul-
ture students who like the idea
of studying rice cultures first
hand).
Let us also consider those in the
service of Uncle Sam. Most Ameri-
cans have never been out of this
country. The war has created a
situation whereby Americans can
travel to Southeast Asia. What's
more, they travel at government
expense. The U.S. provides trans-
portation, food, clothing, and sends
them to places in the country of
South Vietnam that the average
tourist would completely bypass.
It is certain the excitement for
the G.I. is not the smoky air of a
nightclub with its high prices; no,
it is far more relaxing and refresh-
ing. Walks in the night air, exotic
trips into the wilderness with only
the mosquitoes buzzing around.
Perhaps even a swashbuckling heli-
copter ride.
Friday, February 11, 1966
Dingle Signs Contract
With AFL Champ Bills
Rod Dingle, Wooster's ' All-Ohi- o Conference halfback
and winner of the 1965 Mike Gregory Award as the best back
in the OC, recently signed a contract to play football with the
American football League champion Buffalo Bills.
Uick Gallagher, general manager
of the Bills, arrived in Wooster
last Friday to sign Dingle as a
free agent for a "liberal bonus.'
"Rod's been an outstanding player;
he's fast and extremely agile," said
Gallagher. "We expect to use him
Iho A6 Raco
1. Akron 9--2 .818
2. Mt. Union 8-- 2 .800
3. WOOSTER 10--3 .769
4. Otterbein 9-- 3 .750
5. Wittenberg 7-- 4 .636
6. Denison 5-- 4 .556
7. B-- W 5-- 6 .454
8. Oberlin 5-- 6 .454
9. Marietta 4-- 6 .400
10. Kenyon 3-- 5 .375
11. OWU 4-- 7 .364
Heidelberg 4-- 7 .364
13. Muskingum 3-- 7 .300
14. Hiram 3-- 9 .250
15. Capital 1-- 10 .090
Last nite's gam not included.
RESULTS THIS WEEK
Akron 100, Oberlin 63
Mt. Union 56, Wooster 52
Heidelberg 96, B-- W 95
Otterbein 70, Marietta 57
Wittenberg 78, Capital 65
as a flanker or a defensive half-
back."
Richie McCabe, defensive back
field coach for Buffalo, came to
Wooster three times during the
past season to see the Scot speed-
ster play, and reported that Dingle
is "an outstanding prospect." Din-
gle's talents also drew interest from
the Los Angeles Rams, the New
York Jets, and the Toronto Argo-
nauts.
A 1962 graduate of Akron East
High, Dingle earned All-Ohi- o foot-
ball laurels and was an All-Akro- n
basketball player during his prep
career. While at Wooster he earned
letters in football, basketball and
track. His best official time in the
100 yard dash was a 9.8, and he
also clocked a 21.7 in the 220. As
a guard on the 1963-6- 4 Scot bas-
ketball team, Dingle helped lead
the squad to an 18-- 8 season.
But football was Rod's game,
and he was Wooster's leading
rusher two of his three seasons,
averaging over five yards per carry
the last two years. He missed
playing his freshman season be-
cause of an injury. Last season
he rushed for 1,086 yards, missing
a chance for the OC season record
of 1,232 yards when he was in-
jured early in the last game of the
season against Oberlin. He was
also the leading scorer in the con-
ference last season with 94 points.
Coach Phil Shipe remarked that
"he has a great combination of
speed and agility. His natural at-
tributes are many, but the un
Voice
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natural attribute that he has is
that he's a real competitor."
It has been pointed out that
Dingle will be trying out at a
position for which the Bills need
men. Their ace flanker, Elbert
Dubenion, was injured last season
and is a questionmark for the com-
ing year. His replacement, Bo
Roberson, was lifted in the talent
grab by the new AFL entry Miami.
Dingle expressed his happiness
with the contract, and feels that
"it's a good opportunity if I can
make it." He plans to complete
requirements for his degree at
Wooster during the off-seaso- n.
Training camp for the Bills opens
the last week of July.
SWIMMERS SNAP STREAK
Last Saturday was a time
for rejoicing for the Scot
swimmers. The team broke a
five meet losing streak by de-
feating Hiram in our own pool
by a score of 56-3- 6. Out-
standing performances were
displayed by several Wooster
swimmers and the team as a
whole showed an increased
strength.
Eight first places were cap-
tured by the Scots on their
way to victory. The swimmers
taking top honors were Mike
West, Ted Ball, Bob Castle,
Rich Irving, Vandy Deusen
and Captain Gerry Meyers.
Ball, in the 100 yard freestyle,
set a new pool record with a
time of 53.5 seconds. The 400
yard medley relay team of
West, Castle, John Sleesman
and Rhey Pope won in a time
of 4:08.6.
Tomorrow afternoon at Sev-
erance Gym the team faces
the same strong Akron squad
that defeated them on Jan.
29. Hopes are high for an-
other victory; however,
chances seem slight that the
Tubmen can defeat the highly
ranked Zips, who have lost
only one meet.
SCOT FANS TAKE NOTE
Tomorrow night's b-ba- ll game
against Geneva College will begin
at 7:30, one-hal- f hour ahead of the
usual starting time, to enable crews
to prepare for The Mitchell Trio
concert at 9:45. No one will be
permitted to remain in the Gym
between the game and the con-
cert while the switch is made.
Next week the Scots close out
their regular season schedule by
resting until Friday and then
journeying to Richmond, Ind., to
play Earlham College. The next
evening Al Van Wie's boys finish
the season at Severance Gym
against a tall crew from Denison.
Sports
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by Milto Hutchison
Wednesday's loss at Alliance all but statistically wiped out any
Wooster chances for the OAC crown. The Scots' only hope is that
both Akron and Mount Union will lose at least one of their remaining
conference games, which seems unlikely at best. In other words, as
it was so aptly put by a disappointed fan after the loss to the Purple
Raiders, "They had it but they blew it."
This statement could apply both to the OAC title and the Mt.
Union game. As the first half of that contest ended, the small
but vociferous contingent of Scot fans which had made the trek
to Alliance happily contemplated what seemed to be an almost
certain victory for the Black and Gold. Led by the inspired play
of Bill Gribble, the Scots had built up a halftime lead of 34-2- 7,
and had clearly outplayed the Purple Raiders. Gribs had played
a beautiful half, both on offense and on defense. He had held
Chick Campbell, an A 1 1- -0 AC guard last year, to but four points,
while collecting 15 points himself. Everything seemed to be going
swimmingly. .
Then, as the second half got underway, the Scots' game fell apart
like the proverbial One Hoss Shay all at once. In the first eight
minutes of the half, Wooster scored but five points. The tight Raider
press' forced the Scots into making costly turnovers. Gribble's hot
shooting hand suddenly turned cold (he got only two points in the
second half) . With Buddy Harris on the bench because of foul trouble,
Mount almost completely dominated the boards. The Scots could come
up with only 18 points in the second half, and as a result, lost the
'
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ON THE DOTTED LINE Dick
ager of the Buffalo Bills, looks on as Rod Dingle signs his
contract with the AFL champions. Standing is Hank Critch-fiel- d,
Dingle's legal advisor.
Yellow Jackets
To End Wooster Win Streak
by Josh
Baldwin-Wallac- e brought
win streak to a close last Wednesday with a crushing 26-- 9
deteat. Unly Scot captain lJhil Lotterman (177) emerged
victorious, as the Yellow Jackets
Jim Westerbrook, 6-- 0, to keep
his record spotless.
Bald win-Walla- ce boasts four men
who placed in last year's OAC
standings and, except for Dick
Stepp (145) who the Scots' John
Ekberg held for a 2-- 2 draw, they
all came out on top. B-W- 's Ray
Salsgiver (137) barely got by Mo
Rajabi in the last few seconds for
a 10-- 9 decision and Mike Martin
(160) stopped Wooster's Bill Huf-for- d,
11-- 2. Dave Orwich, B-W- 's
behemoth at heavvweieht. Dinned
Roy Voss at 8:42 to finish the
Scots oil.
Beside's Ekberg's draw, Woos-
ter's Larry McCormack (130)
matched Bob Butler, 7-- 7, and Jeff
Nye (160) finished at M against
Ron Callihan. Warren Welch
(123) lost a 10-- 2 decision to Yel-
low Jacket Roy Slabaugh at the
opening of the match and Don
Black (152) fell to Chuck Carver,
7-- 5. Also, B-W- 's Lenny Pariano
(191) downed Al Leggett, 9-- 2.
Wooster's matmen came into
Severance Gym last Saturday still
riding high enough on their win-makin- g
wave to wash over a tough
Ohio Wesleyan squad, 17-1- 6. With
this victory, the Scots boosted their
record to 3-- 1.
Voss Sparks Win
If any one Scot wrestler can be
singled out for his part in Satur-
day's win, it is Roy Voss, who
wrestles in the unlimited weight
class. Voss entered his match with
the Scots down, 16-1- 4, but the
Gallaaher (left), aeneral man.
Sting Matmen
Stroup
the Scot matmen's three match
won five. Lotterman blanked
crowd was with him all the way.
l he Bishops nankin Johnson gave
him a tough time throughout the
match, but at the end of nine
minutes, Voss had picked up three
points, on two escapes and a re-
versal, to his opponent's two.
Warren Welch (123) started the
meet with a 4--4 draw against
OWU's Arthur Keown. When
Larry McCormack (130), in the
Scot line-u- p for the first time this
year, lost to Dan Smith, 8-- 0, and
Mo Rajabi (137) got pinned in
7:59 after two strong periods, the
Scot winning wave looked like it
was on its way out to sea. How-
ever, Wooster's John Ekberg (145)
came back with a convincing 7-- 2
victory over Bob Harris for his
team's first win of the day.
Cots Remains Unbeaten
The Scots and Bishops traded
wins for the next four matches.
OWU's Merritt Warsaw downed
Bill Hufford (152), 6-- 3, and the
Bishops' undefeated Dan Crum
(171) beat Al Leggett, 114. Jeff
Nye (167) and Don Black (160)
stayed undefeated for Wooster as
Nye beat Bob Jones, 11-- 4, and
Black stopped John Witmore, 4-- 0.
Scot captain Phil Cotterman kept
his record perfect too, by flattening
Steve Geieer. 4-- 2. Geieer was
sporting a 7-- 0 record and fourth
place in last years UL heavy-
weight division.
Tomorrow the Scots meet the
Akron matmen at 2:00 p.m. in
severance Gym.
game, 56-5- 2. Mount played good ball, but it was certainly not their
best game of the season. They did not beat the Scots; the Scots beat
themselves. All in all, the game was very reminiscent of the Otterbein
and Ohio Northern games that is, it was a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
type of game, with the Scots playing great ball one half and not so
great the other half.
And this brings up a few questions, like, are the Scots a team
that blows up under pressure? Remembering the game against Hope
College, and many times in the past when the Scots have come through
under the heaviest of pressure, I find this hard to believe. But why
is it that Wooster can't seem to beat a press? Why is their passing
and ball handling so sloppy against a tight defense? These are the
things that have hurt the Scots time after time. Most of the Wooster
losses this season have not been because the other team was better,
but because of Wooster's mistakes. Think' back over the season. How
many games have there been in which Wooster was soundly beaten
by a better team? I would say one the Akron game. This is not to
say that we should now have an 18-- 1 record; because you can't pos-
sibly expect a team to go through a season without having some off
nights and bad breaks. However, this is to say that if the Scots would
settle down and play the kind of basketball that they have shown they
can play, there arc few small college teams that could stop them.
They've got the potential and they've got the coaching. The only thing
holding them back is themselves.
And remember, the season is not over. Coming up in the
not too distant future is the OAC tournament, and perhaps a
chance for sweet revenge against a few teams like Mt. Union
and Akron. Personally, I hope we get another chance at Otter-
bein (they're in the southern division). I know they can do it,
you know they can do it (if you've seen them in action against
Marietta, Hope, B-- W, or Wittenberg). So let the team know. Re-
member, this is the most successful Wooster basketball team in
many years. They're down now, but that dqesn't mean that come
tourney time they won't be back up again. Now is the time for
all good fans to come to the aid of their team.
Tmq Chonce mi
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by Pete Jenks
The battle for the lead in the OAC was thick and heavy
as the Scots beat Wittenberg last Saturday, 74-5- 6, to stay on
top for a few more days, and then lost almost all chance at
the title Wednesday night by suffering their third conference
defeat, at the hands of Mt. Union,
56-5- 2.
Playing on the Purple Raiders'
home court, the Black and Gold
piled up a 34-2- 7 half-tim- e lead on
the hot shooting of Bill Gribble,
and despite the effective driving
jump-sho- t of Mount ffuard. Ron
Hoyt. With five minutes remaining
in the first half Buddy Harris had
to be taken out for most of the
rest of the game after committing
his fourth foul.
Early in the second half the
Scots opened up a nine-poi- nt lead,
38-2- 9, but then steadily lost ground
as Mount's full court press caused
turnovers and forced shots. Chick
Campbell's driving lay-up-s brought
the Raiders even at 44-4- 4 with
eight minutes remaining. The last
minutes saw a see-sa- w battle with
the scales favoring the home team
at the game's end. Only the scor-
ing of Tim Jordan in the second
half kept the otherwise ice cold
Scots in the game. Inconsistancy in
play and poor foul shootine
handed the game to Mt. Union,
who out-score- d Woo 29-1- 8 in the
second half.
Last Saturday nieht. the Scots
caught the Tigers of Wittenberg
by their tails and sent them slink-
ing back to their Springfield Den
for protection.
.
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team work, the 'Tenacious Twelve"
put forth one of their best efforts
of the season, 74-5- 6.
If one statistic is to be chosen
as decisive, the rebounding of all
five starters was remarkable, as it
has been all year. Leading the
Scots as they out bounded the
taller Tigers almost 2 to 1 was
neither Harris nor Jordan but the
amazing Bill Gribble. who earner.
ed 12 rebounds and also topped
his teammates in scoring, with 22
points.
Poor shootine: bv Wittenherfr
early in the first period put Woo
out in front 21-1- 2 with 10 minutes
gone. At this point Jim Osborne
and Bruce Rasor. the Wittenhrer
guards, began to drive very ef--
tectively ott a single pick set by
big Jack Ready (6-6- ) at the head
of the key.
UNIQUE COOKERY
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132S.Buck.vStnr,WOOSTER, OHIO
Continuous Service from
7i30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed)
For Reservations Phone 263-478- 6
SbOGS
tots
As Harris and Jordan beean to
slide to block the driving guards,
the men for whom they were re-
sponsible rebounded and stuffed
in the errant shots. The result was
Wooster sporting a narrow 35-3- 2
margin at halftime.
With Gribble hitting consist-
ently, the Scots came back strong
in the second half, despite a quick,
alert Wittenberg defense that be-
gan dropping off on Jordan. The
Wooster defense also stiffened, as
Jordan and Harris repeatedly bat-
ted down shots and cleared the
boards with the help of Hoffa.
The last .half of the second per-
iod was all Wooster, as the Scots
held the Berg scoreless for nearly
eight of those 10 minutes. It took a
tremendous team effort to break
up a full court press and a half
court scrambling press. Great
dribbling and passing by the Fox
and steady ball handling by all the
starters kept turnovers to a mini-
mum.
The four men (Gribble, Harris,
Jordan and Hoffa) with double
figures in both scoring and re-
bounds show the balance recniired
in a team effort. The difference
in the team scores occurred at the
foul line where the Scots mimrjed
in 26 to the Tigers' 8.
Reservations?
CALL US AT
FLAIR TRAVEL
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
264-404- 0
or
See Our Campus Representative
JANICE SAYER
Iin put
NOW THRU FEB. 15TH
j .";.. y'JAMES BOND
DOES IT
EVERYWHERE!
9
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Doors open Mon.-Sa- t. 6:30 p.m. Sunday
1:30 p.m. Feature wttk nitot 7 t 9:25.
Sunday 2, 4:30, 7 & 9:25. Adults $1.50.
Our Comfortable Theater Is located 10
easy miles from Wooster via Rt. 30 East
or Lounty Road 23 East.
Psychotherapy for prudes (even NICE people
like GINO'S).
Monday-Saturda- y, 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. Closed Sunday
(Sorry about that!)
WE DELIVER
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Dr. Jenny Analyzes Obstacles
To Four-Ye- ar Tuition Plans
by Hans H. Jenny
Last week, the Wooster VOICE devoted an Editorial to
the problem of rising tuition costs. Among other things it re-
ferred to a four-yea- r tuition plan originally worked out by
me at the request of Dr. Lowry.
Very much concerned with the
annual business of setting the
tuition charges for the forthcom
ing business and school year, Dr.
Lowry has been looking for some
time for a better solution, particu-
larly one which would allow the
student and his parents to plan
ahead in providing the large sums
of money necessary for today's
college education.
Thus, between 1963 and 1964,
Dr. Lowry initiated discussions at
both regular and special meetings
of the Board of Trustees in order
to determine future procedures in
this area. Several tuition schemes
were discussed. One of these was
based on a model prepared by me
during my last research leave. (1)
The following comments deal with
this fouryear tuition model rather
than with the proposal submitted
to the Board. The chief difference
between the two plans is simply
that the President's proposals ap-
plied specifically to Wooster where-
as my plan represents a general
model.
No Tuition Reduction
It is important to realize that
four-yea- r tuition plans, if properly
calculated, will tend to produce
tuition costs which will be at least
as high as those obtained from
conventional annual tuition in-
creases. Very often, because there
is a risk factor involved, the total
four year cost will tend to be
higher during the first years.
The reason for this lies in the
need to build up a substantial tui-
tion income stabilization reserve
during the first two or three years
of a four-yea- r tuition plan. In my
model, this reserve must reach and
then remain at 5 percent of the
total annual tuition income. Once
this reserve exists, some of the pres
sure is taken away from tuition
escalation.
Although many variations are
possible, the key to a four-yea- r
tuition plan is the determination
of the four-yea- r total tuition cost
per student. This requires as ac-
curate a model of student attrition
rates as possible and a good long-rang- e
budget plan, one which ex-
tends at least over a five-yea-r
Based on estimates in these two
areas, my tuition model contem-
plates the use of four different tui-
tion rates at a given time, one for
each class. Some administrative
difficulties would arise from this,
but they do not seem to be in-
surmountable. I also chose a uni-
form tuition for each class for each
year. This also presents some prob-
lems which, however, can- - be
worked out.
Wooster Not Unique
For the sake of illustration, the
model showed a 1965-6- 6 tuition of
$1,595 for freshmen (valid for four
years) and a 1966-6- 7 tuition for
freshmen (also valid for four
years) of $1,675. By 1970-71- , the
freshman tuition in the model
would have reached $1,989.
One fact ought to be kept in
mind : Wooster is not alone in suf-
fering substantial tuition-cos- t in-
flation. First of all, as we embarked
upon the recent Ford Foundation
challenge program we were made
aware by outsiders that our tuition
level was unrealistically low. As
we raised the level of tuition, we
increased the scholarship budget at
twice the speed.
Second, costs of education have
doubled for some private schools
within a five year period and for
most schools over seven years. Al-
though, nationally, there seems to
be no end in sight, it is safe to
forecast a somewhat slower for-
ward movement of tuition costs in
the
.future.
If my guess is correct, neither
the Administration nor the Board
have closed the books on the ques-
tion of what ultimately will be the
most desirable long-rang- e tuition
policy. Each of the plans submitted
to the Board has been discussed
fully and on its merits and each
plan has received a fair hearing
at the time. As we learn more
about long-rang-e planning and
budget-makin- g and of our future
needs for operating moneys, the
chances for the adoption of some
sort of long-rang-e tuition scheme
would seem to grow.
(1) "The Problem of how to es-
tablish a four-yea- r tuition plan,"
to be published by College and
University Business.
Freedlander's
Young Modem's Shop
GOOD NEWS FOR THE CO-E- D
Take Advantage of
the Reduced Price Tags
ON
Sweaters, Skirts,
Bermudas and Slacks
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CHRYSLER CORPORATION RECENTLY gave the College a
1966 Dodge Polara sedan as part of a program which will
provide many liberal arts institutions with free cars. Wooster
trustee Mrs. Werner J. Blanchard (left) accepts the keys to
the new car from Chrysler vice president Charles B. Gorey, Jr.
Are Colleges For Students?
by Susan Stranahan
In an article entitled "Is There a Teacher on the Faculty,"
printed in Harper s Magazine and condensed in the Reader's
Digest, John Fischer asks if American college students and
their parents are getting what they are paying for.
Fischer says that what the col-- 1 ,
best, and that the discontent with
poor instruction is rapidly grow-
ing. Dr. Logan Wilson, president
of the American Council on Edu-
cation, warned his colleagues that
they had better remember that
"colleges were created primarily
for students." President Rosemary
Park of Barnard places the blame
on a lack of contact with the stu-
dent body outside of the classroom.
A growing consensus of opinion
is that the student body is the
best judge of the quality of teach-
ing they are receiving. Under-
graduates at Harvard and Berkley
have acted on this idea and have
published guides to the courses
and teachers at the schools. Fischer
supports the students, stating that
they know who the good teachers
are, particularly today when few
students "go to college for enter-
tainment."
The University of Pittsburgh has
printed in the Pitt News an evalu-
ation sheet, requesting all under-
graduates to fill out the question
naire about each of the classes
they were enrolled in last term.
The sheet dealt in depth with the
exams, grades, assign
ments, recitation, labs and the
overall value of the course.
SGA Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
ing cuts before and after a vaca-
tion period. Further action in this
area has been delayed by the
Legislature, pending contact with a
faculty committee organized for
the same purpose.
Campus Affairs Board Vice-preside- nt
Pete Herndon presented
a list of five CAB proposals con-
cerning the new union. Legislature
members voted and accepted these
proposals. They read: (1) It would
be in the interest of the student
body if the SGA ran the juke box
concession. (2) Students should be
able to have events to which they
cater their own refreshments, ra-
ther than making the use of the
snack bar mandatory, whether it
be run by Food Service, or any-
one else. (3) The SGA should have
concession on all vending ma-
chines. (4) A cigarette vending
machine should be added. (5) Stu-
dent help should be used as ex-
tensively as possible.
VALENTINE CANDIES
COLOGNES
PERFUMES
For
Both
Men
and
Women
For Your
Valentine Gift
give
JEWELRY
from
EVitchard
Jowelors
ANY SCOT MAY
CHARGE IT.
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio
80c
to
$10.00
We
Gift
Wrap
Free
STARK'S
RESTAURANT
IS NOW OPEN
Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a.m.- - 9 p.m.
Catering to
BANQUETS
0 PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS
FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 99c
All You Can Eatl
Phone 262-78- 06
for Reservations
(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145 'a E. Liberty
WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey
Owner and Operator
Campus Nevs Notes
The Red Cross Bloodmohile will he at thp Westminster ChiirrH
House next Tuesday from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All blood given
over 125 pints will be sent to Vietnam. Students who have not signed
up may walk in at their convenience. Parental permission is neces-
sary for those under 21.
All students who wish to apply for any financial aid for
next year, including student aid, grants, board jobs, ministerial
reductions, and faculty reductions, should pick up the forms from
the Deans' office now.
Phyllis Davis, senior piano major, will give a recital Sunday at
8:15. The program will include: Sonata in B Major, Op. 147, by
Schubert; Piano Sonata No. 1, by Norman Dello Joio; Little Suite
for Piano by Leon Kirchner; and Two Preludes, Op. 32, by Rach-
maninoff.
Dr. Floyd Watts of the History department will spend next
summer in Africa under the sponsorship of the Great Lakes Col-
lege Association. He will spend the majority of the summer doing
research on Sir Gordon Guggisberg in Ghana, but also plans to
visit Nigeria, Malawi, Kenya, Ethiopia and London.
Tickets go on sale for the Mid-wint- er play, The Emperor, on
Monday at 1:00 in the speech office, for the presentations to be given
Feb. 24, 25. and 26.
MORE ON
Cotfors To flic Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
this year on the College of Woos-
ter as an "Ivory Tower." Students
clamored for more contact with
the outside world and reality. Yet
students seem not to want to act
to try to expose themselves to the
world and reality.
This was brought to my atten-
tion last Friday night (Feb. 4)
when I attended the open house
given by the International Stu-
dents. Here was an excellent oppor-
tunity for students to have contact
with a world which many of us
do not know. Yet no more than
10 people attended this function.
Why, when there seemed to be
such a strong push to eliminate the
"Ivory Tower" atmosphere from
the campus, did so few people
show up when they had an op-
portunity to do so? To take ad-
vantage of such an opportunity
costs nothing except the amount of
energy it would take to put one
foot in front of the other.
There are other opportunities
that take a little bit more time
and maybe a dollar or two (which
is cheap) that too many students
do not take advantage of. There
are workcamps and excursions,
and other programs in the area.
Who takes advantage of these pro-
grams? It is generally the same
small group of students, over and
over again. The opportunities are
there. Why not take them? They
cost very little and are worth a
lot.
All this does not mean that the
faculty and administration have
no responsibility in the matter.
They must also act. But a large
amount of the responsibility rests'
with the student to take advantage
of the opportunities he does have.
Philip Brown
Final Mark Down on All WINTER JACKETS and
SUBURBAN COATS. All from our regular stock.
Buy Now and Save!
BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
REMEMBER VALENTINE'S DAY FEBRUARY 14
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
Whitman and
Russell Stover
Candies
Mr '
CARDS
131
COSMETICS
CANDY
Revlon
Cosmetics
007 for the Men
Closest to the Campus
Prescription Center
uln the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone 262-894- 1
mum rn
LAURENCE
AS
WED. - THUR.
OLIVIER
OTHELLO
THE GREATEST OTHELLO EVER
An Actual Performance of
The National Theatre of Great Britain
Performances: Matinee 2 p.m.; Evening 8 p.m. Dis-
count Tickets Available at Library, Bookstore, TUB,
Adm. Bldg. Students & Faculty $1.00 with coupon
Tonite thru Tuesday
Sean Connery in "THUNDERBALL"
